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Cate Blanchett for Armani Beauty's  S fragrance

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Italian fashion house Giorgio Armani is sharing what it will say "S" to in 2017 through a social activation tied to its S
women's fragrance.

The premise for the marketing efforts created for S are rooted in encouraging women to say yes to challenges and
new adventures while finding inspiration in their peers. Pushing this particular at the end of 2016 is timely, as many
of Armani's consumers will be pondering resolutions and things they wish to change in the year ahead.

Say S in 2017
Armani's #SaySi effort is  a continuation of its  S Women's Circle. Launched earlier this year, the S Women's Circle
opened a dialogue with women around the world, giving a platform to discuss inner strength.

The S Women's Circle is inaugurated with the stories of five real women who all found the courage to say yes to a
challenge in their own lives. Keeping consistency with previous efforts around S, actress Cate Blanchett remains an
ambassador for the campaign, urging women to take the plunge (see story).

Now, Armani has opened the concept up for consumers. Acting as a New Year's resolution pledge, consumers are
encouraged to share what plans they have for the coming year.

When the Facebook app is launched an image of Ms. Blanchett is  shown from the S campaign. Text below alerts the
consumer to a meet-and-greet in New York on Feb. 4-5 at Armani's flagship.

Below, consumers can share predetermined phrases such as "Let passion be your guide" via Facebook. For a more
personal declaration, consumers who click the "Say S" prompt are redirected to a new page.

First, consumers are asked to fill out an information page, but Armani allows this step to be skipped.
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Armani's #SaySi effort on Facebook

The following step explains that, "Now it's  your turn to say S" and asks the consumer to tell Armani what they plan to
say yes to in the future. A custom field allows for creative freedom, personal expression and authenticity.

After an image is uploaded to accompany the statement, the Facebook app generates a S text overlay. The overlay is
branded and reads, "I say S to" and the consumer's statement with the hashtag #SaySi below.

The final image can then be shared via Facebook with the consumer's network.

Armani's #SaySi can be found here.
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